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Abstract: Guilan province form the point of view of ecology,society structure, and historical, has 
become a uniqueness area in Iran and because special points of natural, regional, tribal and national, 
building, architectural and… are that international and domestic tourists are interested in.Because of 
tourism the power of state echo tourist, the index of TCI as category in ArcGIS9.3 isused. By getting 
the regional Factors of 14 years for stations of synoptic in the study Area of Astara city, 
Ardebil,Khalkhal, Anzali, Rasht,Khorramdareh, Ramsar and Ghazvin.This index in each station and 
for each month is calculated, by using IDW model in the software.The point values stations in the 
study area were classified.The result shows that the months may, jun, jul, oct. the rest index have been 
used and because of touring have got the good conditions.In Sep, Apr, Aug. They have clear and good 
regional condition and in Mar, Nov, Feb,Jan,dec. no good condition of region and it is no good for 
tourism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Touring is the main part of economy in the word and the biggest in the world as well (WTO 1990 – 20-21). 
And it forecasted that by 2020 the international touring will increase UPTO 1/6 milliard and the finance credits 
of it is over $2 trillion all over the world (WTO, 1998 -24). One of the most important data for the passengers is 
regional condition and the passengers consider on the regional table, the regional for programming is so 
important. Tourists usually are looking for nice region and quite region that people have no compliant all and 
this is important for making decision for getting the point for the tourists(Matazarakis, 2001, 26). 
 For evaluation the effect of regional factorson heating comfort condition of human we need to use the 
human comfort index (Ahmad Abadi,2006) it is approved that air temper, wetness, radiation, air stream are all 
together the producer of heat condition and in relation with human reaction compare with heat condition of area 
we should consider these factors together (Jafari Randi,2008).Comfort indexes, diagrams are tables that show at 
the same time the effect of all factors on comfort feeling (Askari,2002). Air and region not only effect on area 
environment resource (That are the tourist’s basis) but also are as a center of tourism and has high effect on the 
quality of tourism are and the experience of tourists (Perry 1993).To follow the work on regional category at 
different area of the world,regionalists started to categorize the humanity point, and evaluating. 
 That are a point in between the course and the result of applied climatology and humanity biometeorology 
and new staffs are modern region the work and the activity on this course include evaluation of the country of 
touring with touring region index (Miczocofiki. 1985, 220,1), to study of climatology of estedaghi of Arizona, 
USA (Hartz &workmates 2006,73), Study of region changing on touring (Berrittella 2006,913), To study the 
heat comfort at sun moon lake of Taiwan (sun moon)(Lin, matzarcase 2008,28) and living comfort of regional 
on Romeroad -system of geography data (Zengin 2009-1) is the one of the studies on this field. 
 The studies on living region in the state have special vary of sub, some part of them is just regarding living 
region and human comfort in different season of the year at the studing area(Ghiyabeklou2000,68; Mahmoodi 
&Saeedi 1998,83;Nazemollasadat &MajnuniHavis2007,80) These studies are for public applied for climatology 
condition in area and climatology condition in area and other group of study is on state climatology about the 
tourismactivity (Ahmad Abadi & Razeghi 2006, 186; Ramazani 2006,73;Bazrpash and workmates2008,108; 
Zolfaghari 2007,45; Farajzadeh&Mazarcuase 2009) This studies are for limited area of the country and on 
different index are worked and finally have made a touring calendar that can use the tourisms and the touring 
programmers by his result the aim is evaluation of Guilan Province touring region conditions by using the 
tourism climate index that show the effect of regional factors on touring and the abilities and these factors for 
Guilan touring, for public touring activities such as, visiting and monuments and shopping are located, in a 
touring area quality and the tourists experience and tourists has very effect. 
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 Research on the relation of region on touring industry is done very limit in Iran but in the world on this sub 
have worked a lot,Hounam (1976) By using the regional comfort heat index of Alice springs city is studied and 
saw that most part of hot season in the year in this city because of regional comfort is no good.Mahmoodi 
(2008)Marivan regional comfort by using effective heat index and group tension indicated and got these results 
that in Mayis the best season for tourists and traveling to this city. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 The TCI is created by Mieczkowski, this index, is evaluating the regional factors that have the most relation 
to the quality of tourism experience for the tourists,and evaluate systematically.For this reason the index for 8 
synoptic station of the area that hold the record of 14 years (1992 – 2005) were calculated then the results  got in 
to ArcGIS and by Geographical data the condition of touring region of Guilan proIn different,month was 
done.The advantage of TCI compare to other methods is to control the Temperature, Humidity, Precipitation, 
Wind, Sunshinein this regards TCI can give the weatherforecast in different seasons and is good in bad weather 
and it helps the tourist and the people who want to travel, this index is a good guide to passenger to start 
investigating in these are a and finally to start business on this area and in the other hand it makes them to 
investor this area.In this index 7 regional factors are used as below: 
1- average of maximum temperature - C° 
2- mean daily temperature - C° 
3- minimum relative humidity - % 
4- average of relative humidity - % 
5- monthly total of precipitation- mm 
6- monthly total of sunshine hours- h 
7- average of wind speed - km/h 
  These 7 variable to establish 5 index in TCI, by using of the system that pointingstandard that it's rate is 5 
to 3 (5 is good and 3 is bad) general basis and general for measuring of under index (Topay, 2007) and they as 
below: 
1- Daylight comfort (CID) index: variable in the indexes that we use are max. temp of daylight and humidity 
averageOf daylight, sub index heat comfortCondition is use when max.Active is shown in TCI 40%. 
2- Night time comfort index (24 hrs) CIA; that are used in index are daily temperand humidityaverage of 
daylight and sub.Index of het comfort.In whole night are shown and the portion in TCI is 10%. 
3- (P); The precipitationhas negative effect on touring an its portion is 20% in TCI 
4- Sunshine hours (S); are very good for touring and have good effect because of taking pictures but in hot 
region may be some sunburn. 
5- The wind (aver. Speed) (W) it depends on temperature.In hot region because of evacuation and making cool 
is good hot in cold region it has negative effects. 
 On heat comfort for calculating the touring region variable index, weighing and category and the rates of 
indexes and finally we put in formula NO 1 till we get the TCI(mieczkowski, 1985). 
Formula 1)TCI = 2(4CID+CIA+2p+W) 
 In this formula CID is shown as daylight comfort index,CIA is as comfort index of 24 hrs,Pprecipitation,S 
sunshine,W wind and each point of variables should pot in the formula to get TCI.After each calculating for 
studied stations, in ArcGIS software, the values were entered in database feature point stations. Then by using 
analytic function IDW (Inverse Distance Weight) the same as Formula 2, interpolation operation was done and 
tourism classification was calculated in Guilan province. 
Formula 2) / /  /  

In this formula 
m= value of places,d= distance  
 
2.1 Heat Comfort Measuring: 
 In physiology of heat comfort we use comfort index and its rate is physiologicalfeeling of the personwhois 
associated with that temperature and humidity rate (terjung 1968).the comfort index TCI can be found in 
figure1. 
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Fig. 1: Comfort Index (Mieczkowski, 1985). 
 
 The best rate is 20-27ºc and the relative humidity is 30-70%. This area has the condition of heat comfort 
and for TCI is marked with rate of 5 in TCI for CID calculation and CIA for 24 hrs we use figure 1 that their 
share in TCI of an area is 50%. 
 
2.2 Precipitationmeasuring: 
 Raining can play through amount of raining and by distribution of time in tourism regional comfort. Tourist 
save suffering from light rain in long time compare to heavy rain and short and it effects on comfort reduction in 
formula of by using of table1. 
 
Table 1: Order of variable Precipitationin touring regional index. 

Rank Average of monthly precipitation 
to mm 

5 0 – 14.9 
4.5 15 – 29.9 
4 30 – 44.9 

3.5 45 – 59.9 
3 60 – 74.9 

2.5 75 – 89.9 
2 90 – 104.9 

1.5 105 – 119.9 
1 120 – 134.9 

0.5 135 – 149.9 
0 more 150 

 

2.3 Sunshine Hours Measuring (Sunny Time): 
 Sunshinehours in regional comfort is as positive factor and like Precipitationhas 20% weigh in TCI in 
formula TCI form variable of sunny time Aver. In day light, this variable comes from dividing of monthly sunny 
time and the number of day in a month and for finding the point in formula TCI for finding the point in formula 
TCI used in table 2. 
 
Table 2: Sunshine hours levels in tourist regional index. 

Rank The number of Sunshine hours 
in day 

5 10 hours or more 
4.5 9.59-9 
4 8.59-8 

3.5 7.59-7 
3 6.59-6 

2.5 5.59-5 
2 4.59-4 

1.5 3.59-3 
1 2.59-2 

0.5 1.59-1 
0 Less than 1 hour 
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2.4 Wind Measuring:  
 Wind is a complicated variable in TCIwind by heat transfer through moving and steam increase.And to take 
the heat layer of round skin has important role in heat comfort feeling (mieczkowski, 1985).For making this 
system of the wind speed we should note that as the speed of wind increase it cause to decrease comfort feeling 
so it is as negative factor. And its grade is less in TCI. that wind in different regional has different effect in 
regional comfort so concerning to regional condition of area for that system has individual category, so we have 
4 kind of category of wind for TCI formula in table 3.In the normal system the least monthly averagewind speed 
allocated the most grade(5) that show good condition for regional comfort and it is used when the are of max 
temper is between 15 to 24 C°.  
 
Table 3: Rating scale wind in tourism regional index. 

Wind speed 
to km 

System Normal System 
Aliyzeh 

System 
Warm region 

Less than 2.88 5 2 2 
5.75-2.88 4.5 2.5 1.5 
9.03-5.76 4 3 0.5 

12.23-9.04 3.5 4 0 
19.79-12.24 3 5 0 
24.29-19.80 2.5 4 0 
28.79-24.30 2 3 0 
38.52-28.80 1 2 0 

More than 38.52 0 0 0 
 

 The wind aliyzeh system has positive effect of steam and cooler of windin high temp. this system is used 
when the Average of  maximum temp. is between 24 to 33 C° in this time wind by average speed has the most 
regional comfort and inresult  the highest grade of (5) in hot regional area we use warm region system.It means 
Ave of max.Temp.Of day light is more than 33 C°.Inthis system wind has negative effects but in low speed it 
can have positive effects so for this reason has the most grades (2). 
 After calculation of TCI the figures / are between 0 to 100 that each station refer to regional condition show 
the figure in this limited in table4 there is a index for this reason. 
 
Table 4: TCI Classification. 

Order Numerical value of index TCI 
descriptive value 

1 90-100 Nice 
2 89-80 Excellent 
3 79-70 Very good 
4 69-60 Good 
5 59-50 Acceptable 
6 49-40 Low 
7 39-30 No good 
8 26-20 Very bad 
9 19-10 Too bad 
10 9-0 No acceptable 

 
3. In this study: 
 The study area is Guilan pro. That is located by the area 14042 km2 in the northern region of Iran and with 
Geographical longitude50º36’-48º33E and latitude 38º28’ -36º32’N. Figure 2 shows the general and 
Geographical position of Guilan with the study of position of eight synoptic stations. 
 
4. Research Found Data:  
 By using the TCI,regional features points in monthly scale modelling.We got the data for each month of the 
year and analyzed as bellow,Table5 finings of obtained TCI from the studied stations 
 
4.1 Situation of Tourismregion in Guilan in Jan: 
 In this mount because of concentration of high pressure masson northern area of IRAN(south Caspian Sea) 
the condition is cold it is shown in fig 3 that most of area in Guilan city have been in good condition. 
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Fig. 2: Situation ofstudied area on Iran map 
 
Table 5: TCI result were obtained from synoptic stations. 

 (T.C.I) Tourism climatourism index 
Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Rasht 43 41 45 64 85 62 69 36 43 65 44 41 

Anzali Port 30 36 48 59 85 74 73 57 46 64 43 35 
Astara 43 42 50 56 78 65 49 48 46 63 40 37 
Ardebil 44 44 51 59 75 88 96 88 85 74 54 48 

Khoramdareh 43 49 56 74 87 72 92 86 74 87 56 51 
Ghazvin 54 54 58 81 79 88 69 67 93 91 61 52 
Khalkhal 50 46 55 60 75 92 88 76 92 76 52 48 
Ramsar 50 48 48 59 80 80 70 58 58 64 51 47 

 

 
Fig. 3: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Jan 
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4.2 Situation of Tourism region in Guilan in Feb: 
  In this month because of active situation on semi north part of state (south Caspian) we have cold regional 
and compare to join it close not show much difference and most of the station that are on studying have no good 
condition the Fig 4 shows the condition for monthFeb. 

 
 
Fig. 4: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.InFeb 
 
4.3 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Mar: 
 In this month because of active situation on semi north part of state and regional condition changing and 
winter season and, most of station that are studying are (Guilan pro. cities) jul some part of west & south has 
good situation Fig5 shows the acceptable parts of regional tourism, of Guilan in  Mar. 

 
 
Fig. 5: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Mar. 
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4.4 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Apr: 
 Because of reduction of concentration of high pressure mass on half northern part of state and increasing 
the low active force in the area and relative stability of climate,(Atbeginning of spring) Most of stations that are 
under studyingspecially Guilan Cities are in good situation and are acceptable but this condition by getting to 
south pro.The regional situation will be better,Fig6 shows. 

 
 
Fig. 6: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Apr 
 
4.5 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in May: 
 Thetourism region situation and touring has very good condition that most part of Guilan pro.Fig7 shows 
excellent and good situation. 

 
 
Fig. 7: Classificationof Climatourism of Guilan pro.In May 
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4.6 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Jun: 
 The regional condition in junshows a acceptable situation for touring the model shows the TCI index that 
except Rasht situation and Astara other station are in excellent and very good level of regional that western part 
of Guilan and southern slopes of Alborz mountains the touring gets first place in the pro. 

 
Fig. 8: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Jun. 
 
4.7 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Jul: 
 The satiation jul is the same as jun and the model we have comes from TCI(Fig9) the shows most of places 
are very good. 

 
 
Fig. 9: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Jul 
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4.8 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Aug: 
 In Aug because of increasing of area temperature especially at Rasht station as central of pro.And 
citizenshipfactors and area pollution will increase and cause to have urban heat islands so far this reason the 
good regional situation does not show but in other places we have acceptable regional situation. 

 
 
Fig. 10: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Aug 
 
4.9 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Sep: 
 In this month as it is the month of summer at 3 station of Rasht, Anzali, Astara the regional condition 
because of having high rain and low temperature, we have a reduction in comparison with previousmonths of 
having narrow floors of good and acceptable in Sep. but thee are not condition for touring figure show the 
situation in Sep. 

 
Fig. 11: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro.In Sep 
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4.10 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Oct: 
 By starting fall season in Octwe have a good condition in all station a concerning to the Fig12 we have a 
good situation in all cities of Guilanpro.So Oct has high potential of touring field. 

 
 
Fig. 12: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro. In Oct 
 
4.11 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Nov: 
 The results that we have at synoptic station show just the area in Fig in Nov. as we have reduction of 
temperature and active situation in area; most of regions in Guilan have no good situation for tourists and 
touring. 

 
Fig. 13: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro. In Nov 
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4.12 Situation of Tourism Region in Guilan in Dec: 
 In Dec by having high level of rain and low temperature the result show the situation is no good for touring 
and this situation is continued till Jan. and Feb.  

 
Fig. 14: Classification of Climatourism of Guilan pro. In Dec 
 
5. The Result: 
 In order to categorize each month from the points ofTCI at first raster layers, interpolation by extension 3D 
Analyst (Fig3 to 14) are changed to vector layers and by calculating the area of regional layer that are studying 
the percentage occupied by each floor like table 6 is calculated for each month. 
 
Table 6: Percent of occupation of each tourist-class region for each month. 

 Ideal Excellent Very 
good 

Good Acceptable Small & 
margin 

Inappropriate 

JAN - - - - 3.75 75.37 21.06 
FEB - - - - 1.88 79.52 18.6 
MAR - - - - 32.61 67.39 - 
APR - - 5.32 61.65 33.03 - - 
MAY - 77.69 22.31 - - - - 
JUN 5.44 14.45 35.99 44.12 - - - 

JULY - 13.35 56.06 25.85 2.92 1.82 - 
AUG - - 11.56 11.51 33.49 26.39 17.05 
SEP 3.53 7.65 7.62 10.41 23.26 47.53 - 
OCT - 3.17 24 72.83 - - - 
NOV - - - - 26.66 73.34 - 
DEC - - - - 0.38 74.64 24.98 

 
 Finally in order to give grad in each month concerning TCIrat that we get from table 6 by concerning on its 
weight  like the relation of bellow gets a level. for example for each month the a month we have from each floor 
of regional will be divided on the rate of the some floor.Then by add algebraic, result of all floor the point of 
month from TCI will be found. 
 
Formula 3) 
In this formula  
Om= the point of month in TC 
I n= the amont of regional level in 

Wn = Regional weigh in month 
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Table 7: Regional classes’ weight for each month. 
 Ideal Excellent Very 

good 
Good Acceptable Small & 

margin 
Inappropriate Total 

Weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - 
JAN - - - - 0.71 12.56 3.01 16.28 
FEB - - - - 0.38 13.25 2.66 16.29 
MAR - - - - 6.52 11.23 - 17.75 
APR - - 1.77 15.41 6.61 - - 23.79 
MAY - 38.85 7.44 - - - - 46.28 
JUN 5.44 7.23 12.00 11.03 - - - 35.69 

JULY - 6.68 18.69 6.46 0.58 0.30 - 32.71 
AUG - - 3.85 2.88 6.70 4.40 2.44 20.26 
SEP 3.53 3.83 2.54 2.60 4.65 7.92 - 25.07 
OCT - 1.59 8 18.21 - - - 27.79 
NOV - - - - 5.33 12.23 - 17.56 
DEC - - - - 0.08 12.44 3.57 16.08 

 
Table 8: Monthly rank based on TCI index. 

Good 
for touring 

Not bad 
for touring 

Nor good 
for touring 

Month MAY JUN JULY OCT SEP APR AYG MAR NOV FEB JAN DEC 
Weight 46.28 35.69 32.71 27.79 25.07 23.79 20.26 17.75 17.56 16.29 16.28 16.08 
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

 
6. Discussion and the Result:  
 Guilan pro concerning to ecology, society construction,historical is special place in the state and because of 
natural factors, regional customs, tribal and notional, architect buildings, is always attracting the tourist. 
Tourism Industry of Guilan because of potential naturalthat include Southern coast of Caspian,wood and 
plain.One of the most important points are known in the state but wet region and having rain in most of months 
the touring industry. Has no good situation so because of having good ecotourism factors and making the chance 
of new occupation in area it is necessity that one of the effective point in touring industry.That is regional point 
in the area we keep it by good management.By quant. evaluation and using GIS to indicate the regional area and 
bye processing the program for the manager of tours the touring become easier. 
 The studies in Guilan show that the months May,Jun,Jul,Oct. we have comfort region and because of 
touring the situation is the best.And the months Sep,Apr,Aug the condition is  not bad and in Mar, Nov, Feb, 
Jan. the situation is not acceptable and is no good to tourists by having a special place for such a these studies 
and having the result to the organizations, depts. Of touring & the half of sight seeing tours, can have tours and 
to attract the tourists by good programming till have good result and the tourists have and find heat comfort and 
be able to visit attraction of the area in prov. And as result they cause more tourists by the experience transfer to 
others and make more visitors at the area and help to industrytouring in future. 
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